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Construction guide
Your WF-55 amplifier kit contains all of the
electronics and hardware parts needed to

Before jumping in, clear a space on
your workbench. Unpack all of the
components.

make a vintage 4W Tweed-voiced classic.
Your kit's contents
Start by checking the Kit contents
listing (overleaf). Look through the
electronic components and check
them off one by one.
If this is your first electronics
build, familiarise yourself with the
component values. In some cases, it's
as simple as reading the value from
the body of component (most
capacitors, for example). However,
most resistors are too small to have
printed values, and instead they have
colour coded bands on the resistor
www.ampmaker.com
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WF-55 4W Tweed-style amplifier: Kit contents
R1

1MΩ

0.5W

D1

UF4007

Miscellaneous:

R2

68kΩ

0.5W

D2

UF4007

Turret board

R3

100kΩ

0.5W

D3

UF4007

Chassis (optional)

R4

1.5kΩ

0.5W

D4

UF4007

Control panel (optional)

R5

100kΩ

0.5W

D5

1N5357B

Approx 10m insulated wire (2m for

R6

1.5kΩ

0.5W

R7

22kΩ

0.5W

R8

220kΩ

0.5W

R9

470Ω

2W

V1

ECC83 (socket + shield)

Approx 15cm of solid bare wire

R10

22kΩ

0.5W

V2

6V6 (socket + clip)

Approx 5cm of heatshrink tubing

R11

10kΩ

1W

R12

100Ω

1W

T1

Power transformer

Hardware:

R13

100kΩ

2W

T2

Output transformer

M2.5 screw+nut x2

each of red and green, 1m for each
SW1 DPDT (On/Off)

of black, blue, brown, grey, orange,
white, yellow)

M3 shakeproof washer x10
C1

22nF 400V

C2

22nF 400V

C3

22uF

C4

16uF 450V

C5

16uF 450V

J1

1/4" mono jack socket

M4 screw+nut+washer x4

C6

16uF 450V

J2

1/4" mono jack socket

M4 ground lug x2

C7

47uF 450V

J3

IEC chassis plug*

M6 screw x4

25V

L1

Neon (220-240V)

M3 countersunk screw x2
M3 screw x6

F1

500mA fuse + holder*

M3 nut x8
M3 M-F spacer x4

M6 cagenut x4
VR1

1MΩ log

* (integrated)

Rubber grommet x1

indicate their resistance value. You can

example, if you look closely at the larger

decipher the code using the Resistor

capacitors, you'll see a small '-' (minus)

colour codes diagram (right). If you’re

mark close to (or pointing at) one of the

not sure (or if you find the colours hard

capacitor's two leads. This marks the

to tell apart), just use your digital

negative terminal. In the WF-55,

multimeter to check each one.

all of the capacitors' negative

Don’t worry if you see small

terminals point towards ground.

discrepancies; there’s a 5% tolerance

The rectifier (D1-D4) and

for these resistors and so a 100kΩ part

zener (D5) diodes also have a

could measure from 95-105kΩ.

polarity, indicated by a silver
band around one end of the

Component polarity

diode's black body. Where the

Some of the components have a
polarity, meaning that the component

Resistors are frequently

needs to be inserted in one particular

colour-coded to indicate

direction for the circuit to work. For
2

their value
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Capacitors are usually printed with their

The WF-55 includes a pair of Orange

values, and their polarity is shown by

Drop capacitors that have no polarity.

use of a minus sign (-) to indicate the

The value is printed as ‘223’, meaning

position of the negative terminal

22000pF or 22nF.

diodes are used to rectify AC voltage

360V. So they must be rated for at least

into DC voltage (D1 to D4) the silver

this voltage; the parts supplied with

band points away from ground.

your kit are rated at 450V. Likewise,

The zener diode (D5) is a special

there are some signal caps inside the

case, and in this amplifier, the silver

amplifier that are rated at 600V - more

band points towards ground. Don't

than enough to do their job safely and

worry if you're not clear of the reasons -

reliably.

the turret board photos and diagrams

Look closely and you will see that

on the following pages show exactly

one capacitor is rated at a much lower

which way to use these components.

voltage: 25V. Capacitor C3 is in the

Go through the components in the

cathode of the 6V6 power valve. It

WF-55 Kit contents list and tick them

never sees the high voltages that the

off. Get in touch with Amp Maker if

other capacitors do. The Kit contents

there's any discrepancy or confusion.

box (opposite) lists the voltage rating
requirements for each capacitor.

Capacitor voltage ratings
All components have a voltage rating -

Resistor power ratings

a maximum working voltage for the

For resistors, the significant rating is

component. All of the resistors supplied

their power handling. As electrical

in your kit are rated at well over the

current passes through them, they heat

maximum voltage present inside this

up. So they are designed with a rating,

amplifier. It's a different story for the

and the amplifier designer specifies a

capacitors, however. They are rated

power rating so that the resistor

according to their place in the circuit

doesn’t overheat. The Kit contents list

and voltages present at that position.

shows the (minimum) rating required

For example, the large power

for each part. Most are 0.5W, but a few

supply capacitors will be faced with the

have higher ratings, and are

highest voltages in your amp - up to

consequently larger in size.

www.ampmaker.com
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Block diagram
The WF-55 (like its inspiration, the Fender Tweed Champ 5F1) has
about as simple a circuit as you can get, and it's very easy-to-follow.
The block diagram here shows the stripped-down schematic (a diagram that shows how
the electronic components are connected together to form a circuit). It’s a good place to
start if this is your first build. Here's an explanation of each sections.

First amplification stage
The guitar input is shown at the left,
and it feeds into the light green section.
This is the first stage of the amp, using
one half of the ECC83 preamp valve to
amplify the low-level guitar signal. This
section also includes the amplifier’s
Volume pot, which lets you control how
much of the boosted signal is fed into
the second stage.

Valve heater supply
All valves used in guitar amps need a heater supply (the
heater is the part of the valve's internal electrodes that
glows dull-orange when an amplifier is switched on). The
light orange section shows this part of the circuit. It uses
one of the windings on the power transformer - the one
that provides approximately 6.3V - and there's a simple
connection to minimise hum levels.

High voltage supply
The power transformer provides a high voltage in addition to the low voltage supply that
heats the valves. This high voltage winding is shown in the light blue section. It feeds
into four rectifier diodes which work together to turn the AC voltage into the DC voltage
required by the valves. The fifth diode, a type known as zener, acts to lower slightly the
supply voltage to get it into the desired range.
The large power supply capacitors and resistors filter out mains hum and pass the
DC voltage on to each of the amplification stages (shown by the dotted vertical lines).
4
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Second amplification stage
The guitar signal - still fairly clean so far - is now fed into the
second part of the amp. This uses the other half of the ECC83
preamp valve. If the Volume control is set high, the incoming
signal will overdrive the second amplification stage to create
some mild preamp distortion (see How the amp distorts box,
right). The output of this stage then runs straight through to
the input of the power stage.
Power stage
The power stage includes the 6V6 power
valve and the output transformer. The valve
operates in what's known as "single-ended
Class A" mode. Typically, this creates a guitar
tone with a fast attack.
The power valve works with high
voltages and low currents, and the output
transformer transforms this into a low
voltage, high current signal that's suitable for
driving the speaker (which is connected to
the jack socket on the right).

How the amp distorts
To add distortion to the incoming guitar
signal, the amplifier is designed so that each
stage can be overdriven by the previous
stage. So, when the Volume control is at
maximum, the output of the first amplification
stage is 'too hot' for the second stage to
reproduce accurately. The result is that the
guitar signal is amplified, compressed and
clipped at the same time, and it's this
distortion (= infidelity) that produces the
harmonics that fatten up the guitar tone.
Distortion also comes from the power
valve - because the already fattened-up
signal is also too hot for the 6V6 valve to
Mains circuit

reproduce accurately. So it also distorts as it

The light grey section shows the part of the

tries to amplify the signal. That leads to an

amp that operates directly from the mains

even richer distortion tone.

supply. It includes the fuse, On/Off switch and

In reality, there's a modest amount of

a neon indicator. Just as important is the

distortion available from the Champ circuit.

connection of the Earth wire from the IEC lead

Add a clean boost pedal to overdrive the

to the amp's metal chassis (bottom right)

amp’s first stage, too.

www.ampmaker.com
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Schematic
The picture opposite shows the WF-55's full schematic - the same
circuit as the block diagram and with all component values added
and with numbered lugs for all off-board components.
All components are numbered on the

There are many ways to tweak the

schematic (R1, C3, D4, etc), so that you

vintage 5F1 Champ circuit, and you can

can relate this schematic to the Kit

decide if you want to try that when the

contents listing (earlier) and the turret

amplifier is working properly as

board layout (later).

standard. While it may be tempting to

It's the specific values in the circuit

leap ahead and increase the bass

that combine to make the amplifier

frequencies by using other capacitor

work and sound the way that it does.

values, for example, doing this in the

For example, capacitor C1 does two

wrong part of amp circuit may

jobs. The first is to block the high DC

inadvertently cause your amp's

voltage (supplied to the first stage of

distortion tone to become 'muddy'.

the preamp via resistor R3 and R10)
from feeding into the input of the

Solder lug numbering

second amplification stage; any value

Look closely at the schematic and you'll see numbering for

of capacitor would work for this task.

the solder lugs of certain components. For example, the jack

The second job that the capacitor does

sockets, pot and mains input socket each have 3 solder lugs.

is to control the amount of lower

To help avoid confusion, your schematic

frequencies in the amplified guitar

includes numbers next to each

signal that are passed from the first

connection for these components, and

amplification stage to the second -

at the bottom left of the schematic

higher values allow more bass through,

there's also an annotated photo

lower values allow less.

reference for each.
Valve sockets have even more

Build now, tweak later

solder lugs. There are nine solder lugs for

It's the ease with which you can alter

the preamp valve, numbered clockwise,

individual components in an amp

starting at the gap (below). The second

circuit that makes hand-wired amps so

and larger valve socket is an 8-pin type

appealing. For example, you can swap

(for the 6V6 power valve). It has a small

in components with the same ratings

keying 'notch' in the central round hole -

but different values to change the

which you can just see here at the 3-

response of part of the circuit. This is

o'clock position. The pin numbers (1 to 8)

the real beauty of building your own

are moulded in the underside next to

amp - you can fine-tune it to the tone

each solder lug, working clockwise

you like.

from this keying notch. However,

It's best to get your amp up and

they're almost impossible to see in

running first, by sticking to the

anything other than the brightest

components specified on the

light, so I've added annotations here

schematic and supplied with your kit.

for reference.
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Chassis assembly
Here’s how to use the WF-55’s pre-punched chassis (optional). If you are
using your own donor chassis, use these pictures as a general guide.

Mains transformer

Output transformer

The mains (or power) transformer

The output transformer runs across the

mounts through the large rectangular

chassis, behind the power transformer.

cut-out. To fit it, undo the four nuts and

Use M4 screws, shakeproof washers

remove the fixing hardware from the

and nuts, and make sure that this

transformer. Mount it on the chassis'

transformer's lugs face towards the

Fit the ceramic 9-

top surface, sliding it at an angle

power transformer, as shown in the

pin socket to the

through the cut-out. Fix the hardware

photo (above). Then fit a rubber

chassis with the

in the same order: red fibre washer

grommet to the 10mm hole near this

aluminium skirt of

against the chassis, then the plain steel

transformer.

the valve shield.

washer, then the steel locking washer
and finally the nut. Tighten the four

Valve sockets

nuts fully.

Add the 9-pin valve socket

The power transformer can go

to the 22mm hole near the

either way around, but it's probably

front panel. Use M2.5

best to have the mains-related solder

screws and nuts with M3

lugs closer to the side of the chassis (as

shakeproof washers to

shown above). This makes for slightly

secure the base of the

neater cable runs later on.

valve shield.

Front panel
The full WF-55 kit comes with a plain mahogany
front panel. Before mounting, decide what sort
of look you want, and how you want to finish it.
You have a huge range of options. At the
simplest, your local DIY shop has simple oil-

one of the many finishes that guitar makers use,

based finishes, such as Danish oil and Tung oil.

such as Gibson cherry red. The example here uses a

If you're feeling more adventurous, you can use

subtle red dye shading and Danish oil.

8
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Controls, switches and sockets
Once your front panel is prepared, mount it on the chassis
using the input jack socket, Volume pot and neon indicator.
Make sure you can get to the lugs for soldering later!
The pot is a general purpose type, and there are two
adjustments to make. First, bend back the small forwardprojecting tab (A) so that the pot sits flush against the
chassis. Then trim the soft nylon shaft (B) of the pot. Use a
Dremel-type tool or junior hacksaw to cut it down to about 810mm. Now, fit the chickenhead knob; rotating it so that

The pot (above) needs trimming before

when the pot is turned fully clockwise, the pointer is at about

you mount it on the chassis. Orient the

5-o'clock. Fix it by tightening the knob's set screw.

Power switch so that ‘On’ is up (below).

Finally, add the power switch, mains socket and speaker
jack socket to the chassis’ back panel. For the On/Off switch,
align it so that the 'On' label on the switchplate is uppermost.
And for the combined IEC/fuseholder, make sure the Earth
lug is uppermost. Insert the 500mA fuse into the holder in
the fuse tray and slide it into place (you'll feel it click into the
socket's internal fuse contacts).

The 8-pin socket with

you'll use this to solder when you add

its spring retainer and

the wiring.

ring (out of sight under

For the chassis' back panel, your kit

the chassis in this

comes with a simple pre-printed sticker
that fits between the mains socket and

photo) are fiddly to fit.

speaker socket. It shows the rear panel
The octal socket mounts in the

layout with space to write in the mains

28mm hole. The socket and mounting

voltage, fuse rating (0.5A for the WF-55

ring go on the inside of the chassis, and

whether your local mains is 110-120V or

the retaining clip goes on the outside of

220-240V) and your chosen speaker

the chassis (see below). Use M3

impedance. Make sure to add this

hardware to mount this socket - it can

information. Even if you know these

be a bit fiddly to align the mounting ring

values by heart, you may sell or lend the

and retainer but persevere!

amplifier out to someone who isn’t as
knowledgeable.

Solder lugs for grounding
Both grounding lugs are secured with
M4 screw, shakeproof washer and nut.
The first is close to the mains socket,
and the second is close to the rubber
grommet you've already added.
For each solder lug, bend them so
that the 'arm' is pointing upwards www.ampmaker.com
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Turret board assembly
Your WF-55 kit contains a turret board, staked with turrets. Add and solder the
board-based components before putting the board into the chassis.

2020 UPDATE:
Your kit comes with

The top picture shows the components

there are three 100k resistors, one of

three 16uF and one

soldered in position. The lower photo is

which is substantially thicker than the

47uF capacitors

annotated with component numbers

other two. The smaller pair are R3 and

instead of the four

(C1, R4, etc). Use that as your guide to

R5 in the preamp, and the larger one is

22uF capacitors shown

component layout.

R13, connecting across C7 in the high

in these photos. This

voltage part of the power supply.
Resistor notes

was forced by
manufacturing

Make sure to use the larger resistors -

Side-mounted components

changes but makes no

which are rated at 1W or 2W - in the

Most of the components are best

difference in operation

appropriate position. For example,

mounted using the holes in the top of

10
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or tone.

Polarity notes
Five of the capacitors have a polarity that you need to
follow/ So mount C3-C7 so that their negative terminals
connect to the bottom row of turrets.
In addition, the diodes (D1-D5) must also be inserted
the correct way around. Follow the component layout
diagram, paying close attention to the orientation of the
grey-silver bands at one end of each diode.
the turrets. However, it's best to side

the edge of the board - as shown in the

mount the rectifier diodes, D1-D4 (as

picture below, left.

shown above). This leaves the top holes

First, solder two ground bus wires:

ready for connecting the power

the first to connect turrets A-B-C-D,

transformer later.

and the second to connect turrets E-FG-H-I. These wires will connect all of

Ground and other connections

these components to ground once you

Once all of the components are in place

have completed the chassis wiring.

on the turret board, use some of your

Finally, connect the three turrets J-K-L

kit's uninsulated solid-core wire to

at the top of the board. Now you're

make three short connections along

ready to start wiring in the next stage.
Note: At the end of this process,
there will be a pair of resistors left over
(R1 and R2). This is normal; put them to
one side for the moment.
Turret board soldering tips
•

Do a 'dry run' before you solder. Line up the parts in
their correct order, from left to right. This helps you to
avoid having to desolder components.

•

Even if you can read resistor colour codes easily, use
your multimeter to check their resistance, just in case.

•

Check twice and cut once. Extending a lead that
you've trimmed too short is a pain, so double-check
that you've got the correct component before cutting.

•

Aim for solder joints that are shiny and gently domed.
Solder should 'flow' around the component leads and
turret surface - almost seamlessly.

•

If a solder joint looks 'lumpy' or dull, you may have a
poor joint, which can cause the amp not to work, or to
work intermittently. If in doubt, resolder the joint.

•

If a turret's top hole is crowded, use the side of the
turret. There are side-ridges for this purpose - wrap
the new lead around the turret's side and solder it in
position. As long as there's a good contact to any part
of the turret, the circuit will work.

www.ampmaker.com
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Turret board wiring
Once your turret board is fitted with components, flip it over so that it's face
down with the ground bus towards you (it will look identical to the top photo).
In this step, you will add much of the

prefer to connect them to the top of the

hook-up wire. Most of the wires from

turrets, wrapping them around the

the turret board fan out from the turret

turret shaft. It’s partly a matter of

board, but at this point, you're only

personal preference: it looks neater

adding the wire to the turrets - not any

with wires connected under the board,

other component. Note that I’ve shown

but it is a pain in the neck to fix one if

the wires connected to the hole in the

you have made a mistake or want to

underside of the turrets. Some people

alter the circuit at a later date.

12
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Estimating wire length
Before you start, do some 'dry runs'. To

Use M3 screws, shakeproof washers,

do this, add the mounting hardware for

nuts and MF spacers to mount the turret

the turret board to the chassis. Add

board in the WF-55 chassis

four M3 screws and M3 spacers to the
holes circled in red in the photo (right).
Now you can place the board in the
chassis and use the diagram below to
see where each wire runs.
Your kit contains plenty of wire, so
err on the side of having slightly-long
leads and trim to length later The
longest wire is the red one that runs to
the output transformer (T2) - make

Working with stranded wire

that wire approx 30cm (12-in) long.

If you’ve built circuits with stranded
wire before, you can skip thi section.

Adding the wiring

If not, here’s a quick run-through of

I strongly suggest you use the colour

how to prepare the stranded wire

scheme shown in the photos and

supplied with your kit for soldering to

diagrams to avoid any confusion. Every

turret and lugs.

amp builder has their own preference,
and some just go with what Fender or
Marshall has used in the past. I've seen
some amps which use the same colour
for every single wire!, Which must make
troubleshooting a bit of a challenge.

Practice makes perfect. The idea is
that you create tinned wires that go
exactly where you want, with no wire
‘whiskers’ making it harder than
necessary, or risking short circuits
against nearby objects.

www.ampmaker.com
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Chassis wiring part 1
Put the turret board to one side while you start to wire up the rest of the
components, starting with the mains side of the amplifier.
By now, you have a chassis with almost
everything in place: both transformers,
a pair of valve sockets and all front and
rear panel controls.
Connecting the mains input
First, solder a short piece of green wire
to connect the Earth lug of the
integrated IEC/fuseholder to the solder
lug that's closest to the back panel.
Then use some brown and blue wiring

together and run them along the side of

to connect the IEC/fuseholder (brown

the chassis to the primary side of the

wire for Live, blue for Neutral) to the

power transformer. Connect - but don't

centre pair of lugs on the On/Off switch

yet solder - these two red wires to the

(S1). The result will look like the photo

outer pair of lugs labelled 0V and 120V.

(above, right).

Connect another pair of red wires to
this same pair of lugs and run this pair

UK/Oz/etc 240V mains

up to the neon indicator on the front

If your mains supply is 240V (the UK,

panel - one wire to each of the neon’s

Australia and some other countries),

solder lugs. Now solder all four solder

the following section shows how to

lugs (two on the transformer and two

connect the power switch to the mains

on the neon indicator).

transformer and neon indicator. (If your

Finally, make a short connecting

local mains supply is 110-120V, as in the

wire (about 2cm long) and solder it to

USA, or 220/230V as in mainland

the centre pair of lugs (labelled 120V

Europe, see the blue and red boxes

and 0V). This puts to the transformer’s

opposite.)

two 120V windings in series for 240V

Take two pieces of red wire and

mains and completes the wiring for the

solder them to the upper pair of solder

mains circuit. The result will look like

lugs on the On/Off switch. Twist them

this example (below).
The wiring for
240V mains
uses a short
piece of red wire
to connect the
two 120V
windings in
series.
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USA and other 110-120V mains

European 220/230V mains

The same power transformer also works

For European 220/230V mains, the wiring is

with North American mains. There's just a

even simpler - there’s a dedicated

very simple wiring change. First, connect

220/230/240V power transformer supplied

the two red wires from the Power switch to

with your kit. Solder and run two red wires

the first pair of lugs labelled 0V and 120V.

from the On/Off switch to the power

Now connect another pair of red wires to

transformer, as usual. But connect one red

this same pair of lugs and run them to the

wire to the 0V lug and the other red wire to

second pair of 0V and 120V lugs: 0V to 0V

whichever of the 220V or 230V lugs

and 120V to 120V. Now solder the first pair

matches your local supply (don’t solder

of lugs, but not the second pair. Finally,

them yet). Then connect another pair of red

add another pair of red wires from the

wires to this same pair of lugs and run these

second pair of 0-120V lugs, and run them

two wires up to the neon indicator - one

to the neon indicator. Now solder all four

wire to each solder lug. Now solder all four

solder lugs (two on the transformer and

solder lugs (two on the transformer and two

two on the neon indicator).

on the neon indicator).

Adding the valve heater wiring

attach one of them to pin 9 of V1, and

Solder three long lengths of wire (two

the other to BOTH pin 4 and pin 5.

green and one black) to the three 6.3V -

Now you can solder all of these

CT - 0 solder lugs on the power

pins. The pins are quite tightly packed

transformer: green to the 0 and 6.3

on these 9-pin valve sockets, so be

lugs and black to the centre lug (CT).

very careful to avoid 'whiskers' from

Twist them together. These wires need

these wires shorting against adjacent

to be long enough to run to the back of

pins. When you've completed this

the chassis, along the chassis edge and

stage, your chassis should look like this

around to the power valve, V2. Attach a

(centre).

green wire to each of pins 2 and 7 of V2
(either way round is fine) and the black

Add the power valve's plate wire

wire to pin 8.

There's one more wire to add before the

Now take two more pieces of green

board goes in. Take a 30cm (12-in)

wire and attach one each to the same

length of brown wire and solder it to pin

pair of pins as the first pair of green

3 of the V2 socket . Run the other end

wires. Twist these wires together and

of it over to and through the rubber

run them along to the preamp valve, V1.

grommet in the centre of the chassis

Strip the ends of these wires and

(photo below).

www.ampmaker.com
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Chassis wiring part 2
Mount the turret board in the chassis, using the remaining M3 harrdware
and the M3 MF spacers to keep the board clear of the chassis surface.
Be sure to mount your turret board the
right way round. The ground bus must
be more or less in the centre of the
chassis, and the five diodes should be
close to the back of the chassis.
Now you can start making the
connections shown in the wiring
diagram below. First: check that you
have 11 wires sprouting from your
board. Carefully trim each of them to
length. As always, check twice and cut
once! Experienced amp builders might
get it right first time, but there’s no

Two pairs of

harm in leaving a couple of centimetres

red+yellow wires

of extra wire to trim later.

connect the turret

Start with the four wires to the

board to the

preamp valve, V1, and then connect the

preamp valves,

three wires to the power valve, V2. At

and three wires

this point, the two valve sockets will

connect to the

look like the photo on the right. Check

power valve.

that each connection is present before
continuing.

The schematic is
always the
definitive guide to
amplifier
connections, but
this diagrams is a
quick guide for the
wires connected
directly to the
turret board
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Input jack socket wiring
The input jack socket has three contacts, which
allows it to short the V1 input to ground when
there's no guitar plugged in (to lower noise). Start
by fitting R1, the 1M resistor on the socket itself (you
may find it easier to do the first bit of
wiring with the socket out of the
chassis). This resistor connects to all
three solder lugs, so you must bend
one of the legs of the resistor so that it
goes through lug 2 and connects to lug
3. The body of the resistor sits between
lugs 1 and 2 (right).
Solder the resistor into place at lug
2, but don't solder the other lugs for the
moment. Mount the socket on the front panel. Now trim a piece of
black wire so that it's long enough to run from lug 3 of this jack socket
to lug 3 of VR1, the Volume control. With this wire in place, you can
solder lug 3 of the jack socket.
Finally, use your last resistor, R2, to connect directly from lug 1 of
the input jack socket to pin 2 of the preamp valve, V1. Solder it in place
at both the valve socket and the jack socket. Now, all lugs on the jack
socket are connected and soldered (left).

Wiring the Volume control

connect and solder this wire to lug 1

Before wiring the Volume pot, complete

of the pot.

the input socket wiring (see above). The

•

the final connection is a new blue

Volume pot has four connections:

wire. Solder one end to lug 2 of the

•

the black wire you've just added to

pot and solder the other end to pin

the input jack socket - this one

7 of the preamp valve (V1).

connects to solder lug 3 of the pot,
•

but don't solder it yet.

With this wiring done, the volume pot

the black wire that comes from the

will look like this photo.

board (the turret that connects to
the negative terminal of C4). This
also connects to lug 3 of the pot.
Now you can solder the two black
wires to this lug.
•

the blue wire that comes from the
board (the turret at the
unconnected end of C1). Trim,
www.ampmaker.com
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Chassis wiring part 3
The final connections include the output transformer and speaker socket,
before connecting the mains transformer to the turret board’s diodes.
Start with the last ground connection
from the turret board, the black wire
that runs from the turret at the bottom
end of C6. Trim, connect and solder it to
the ground lug that's next to the rubber
grommet (right).
This wire grounds the power supply
section, including all of the capacitors,
resistors and diodes connected to that
part of the ground bus. The preamp

For an 8-ohm speaker

ground bus is grounded at the metal

•

Solder an orange wire to the 0 lug

The WF-55 output

input socket, via it’s direct contact with

•

Solder a yellow wire to the 4-ohm

transformer has

lug

two rows of solder

Solder a green wire to the 8-ohm

lugs; the lower row

lug.

provides the

the chassis.
•
Output transformer - secondary
The output transformer has two

All wires should be long enough to

secondary

windings and two rows of lugs. The

travel through the grommet to the

(speaker)

primary is connected to the valve

speaker output socket. Twist and

connections

circuit and the top row, and the
secondary is connected to the speaker
output and the bottom row.
Wire the speaker side first. For the
speaker output, the first decision you
need to take is which impedance you
want to use. The original series of
Fender Champ amplifiers had only a 4ohm output, but your WF-55 can work
with 4/8/16-ohm speakers.
For a 4-ohm speaker
•

Solder an orange wire to the 0 lug

•

Solder a yellow wire to the 4-ohm
lug.

That’s all at this point. Both wires
should be long enough to travel
through the grommet, and over to the
speaker output socket. Now go to the
Output transformer - primary box
(above right).
18
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Output transformer - primary
You now have two sets of wires passing through the
rubber grommet. Take the red and brown pair that come
from the inside of the chassis. These connect to the
unused (top) row of the output transformer’s solder lugs.
When the amp is running, these lugs carry a high DC
voltage, so they must be properly insulated against
accidental touch. Use the insulating sleeve provided with
your kit.
First thread the brown wire through the left-most
wire guide in the sleeve and the red wire through the
right-most wire guide. Add some heatshrink to each wire
and then solder the wires in place. With the wires soldered,
move the heatshrink up the wire to cover the joint. Apply
heat so that the tubing shrinks around the joint (below).
Do the same for the unused centre lug.
Now you can slide the insulating sleeve up to cover
the row of solder lugs. Once the wiring and insulating is
done, the fully wired-up transformer will look like the one
below (depending on the speaker impedance you chose).

thread them through the grommet.

negative feedback wiring. Inside the

This is how the 8-ohm option looks

chassis, take the twisted bundle of

when soldered (right). Now go to the

wires from the output transformer and

Output transformer - primary box

run them to the speaker socket.

(above).

First, trim, connect and solder the
orange wire to lug 3 of the socket. This

For a 16-ohm speaker

connection is the same no matter what

•

Solder an orange wire to the 0 lug

speaker output impedance you have

•

Solder a yellow wire to the 4-ohm

decided to use. Then connect but do

lug

not solder the wire for your chosen

Solder a grey wire to the 16-ohm

speaker output (yellow for 4-ohms,

lug.

green for 8-ohms, grey for 16-ohms) to

•

All three wires must be long enough to

lug 1 on the speaker socket. What you

travel through the grommet to the

do next depends on the speaker output

speaker output socket. Twist the wires

you've chosen.

together and thread them through the
grommet. Now go to the Output

For an 8/16-ohm speaker

transformer - primary box (above).

If you chose 8- or 16-ohms, you can
solder lug 1 now. The photo (next page)

Speaker socket wiring

shows an 8-ohm speaker output

There are just a few 'loose ends' left.

completed. You have a yellow wire left

First, complete the speaker output and

over: solder it to the turret at the end of

www.ampmaker.com
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Chassis wiring part 3 (cont’d)
R7 that's closest to the mains socket.

Completed wiring

This provides the negative feedback

on an 8-ohm

connection that’s part of the Champ’s

speaker output

distinctive tone.

socket - just two
wires to the

For a 4-ohm speaker

socket, the yellow

The final bit of wiring for a 4-ohm

wire goes to the

speaker is slightly different. First make

turret board.

a short yellow connecting wire and
solder one end to the turret at the end
of R7 that's closest to the mains socket.
Now run this over to the speaker output
socket to lug 1, where you already have
a yellow wire from the output
transformer. Attach the new wire to lug
1 and solder both wires in place.
High voltage supply
The final connections for your WF-55
are the high voltage supply wires. Take
some brown and white wire and solder
one each to the two turrets at the
junctions of the rectifier diodes: one to

The above photo shows the negative feedback wiring for 8/16-

D1+D3 and the other to D2+D4 (as this

ohm speakers. For 4-ohm speakers, the yellow wire goes

is an AC connection, either way around

straight to the speaker socket (see text, left).

is fine).
Twist these two wires together and
run them around the back of the
chassis and over to the power
transformer. Solder the brown wire to
the 275V lug and the white wire to the
0V lug. Your amplifier wiring should now
look like the WF-55 shown on the
opposite page.

The last pair of connections to
make is for the 275V output of
the mains transformer. It feeds
the four rectifire diodes on the
turret board.

20
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Initial testing
Few - if any - amp builders are perfect, and it's vital that you test the work
you've done on your amp before plugging it into the mains.
The following steps cover both
essential safety tests and other checks
on your wiring. Have the schematic
(page 7) to hand to use as your guide.
Testing with a multimeter
For these initial tests - with no power
supplied to the amp - you use the
resistance range(s) on your multimeter.
Most of the following tests are for
continuity - which tells you whether
two points in the amp are connected
with (effectively) zero resistance

Testing ground connections

Do NOT plug your

between them. You can use the lowest

Poor or missing ground connections

amplifier into the

range on your

are a potential safety hazard. And even

mains at this point

multimeter's

in cases where poor grounding doesn't

- these initial

resistance

directly compromise safety, it can

tests don’t require

setting, or the

cause unwanted noise, low power

mains voltage.

audible continuity

output or even no sound output at all.

tester (if your

Do all of the following tests, checking

multimeter has

for continuity - a 'zero ohm' reading - in

one - shown left

each case:

on a low-cost

•

DMM).

Plug an IEC cable into the amp (but
DON'T plug the other end into the
mains), plug a guitar cable into

Last stop before high-voltage risks!
Because your amp has never been plugged in before this point, the
series of tests on this page is the ONE AND ONLY TIME that you
can safely assume that the capacitors are not storing a
potentially lethal charge.
If you power up your amp, find problems and then come
back to re-do the tests on this page, you MUST first check that the
amplifier’s large filter capacitors are all safely discharged. Do this
by unplugging the amplifier from the mains supply and
measuring the DC voltage across each of the following
capacitors: C4, C5, C6 and C7. Each figure should be
under 10V. If not, wait a few moments and remeasure.
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Careful testing of the
continuity between adjacent
pins of the valve socket wiring
can reveal mistakes that
might prove costly.

the input socket and check that
there's continuity from the sleeve

•
•

of the guitar cable to the Earth pin

board to the valve sockets and other

on the mains plug

components. Open the turret board

Now check the speaker output jack

wiring diagram (see page 16) for a

socket in exactly the same way

reminder of where each ground

With one of your multimeter's

connection ought to be, and use your

probes still in contact with the

multimeter to check for a continuity

mains plug's Earth pin, use the

from all relevant turret board

other probe to work through the

components.

whole schematic to check that all

•

This may seem like an unnecessary

of the relevant component leads -

step, but it doesn't take long and it

starting from the bottom end of R4

really pays off if you find a wrong or

and ending up at D5 - are grounded

poor connection. (Trust me: amp

Check that lug 3 on VR1 is also

makers of all levels of experience make

connected to ground

mistakes!) If you were to power up the
amp with a faulty connection, you may

Check leads, not turrets!

destroy expensive components, or

In these tests, by checking to see

worse.

whether individual component leads

Finally, we can also do a quick

are connected correctly you are

check for lack of continuity. The biggest

checking three things at once:

risks are among the closest solder

1.

Is there a good connection from the

points - adjacent pins on the valve

component lead to the turret?

sockets (see photo, above). So start by

2. Is the turret connected to a ground
bus wire?

checking pins 1 to 2 of V1, then pins 2 to
3, and so on. The only places where you

3. Is the ground wire connected to the
chassis?

should find continuity (a reading of
close to 0-ohms) are:

If you test by touching the probe to the

•

turret instead of the component lead,

(which you connected during the

you'd only be testing the second two

heater wiring wiring, see page 15)

questions. A good reading might miss a

•

poor lead-to-turret solder joint.

between pins 4 and 5 on V1

between pins 7 and 8 on V2

This last result may seem surprising.
There’s no direct connection at all.. In

Other continuity tests

fact, the reading is due to the very low

In addition to the continuity-to-ground

resistance of the power transformer's

tests, you can do the same type of test

heater winding. So such a reading is

for the connections from the turret

normal.

www.ampmaker.com
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Final testing
With the initial tests completed - and any wiring mistakes corrected - you’re
now ready to connect mains power to the amp and carry out the final tests.
It's vital that you do all of the following
steps in the order shown, and that you
take no shortcuts. Once your amplifier
(or any valve amp) has been powered
up, always assume that the chassis still
contains lethal voltages - a few simple
tests to prove that it doesn't and you
can safely work on the circuit.
First, print this page so that you
can write down the measurements.

•

Then clear the space around your

Connect a speaker to the output

Support the

socket

chassis ends so

amplifier and make sure you're working

•

Turn the amp's Volume knob to zero

that it's stable for

in very good light. If you wear loose

•

Check that S1 is switched off

you to work on.

jewellery, I recommend taking it off. The

•

Connect the IEC cable to the wall

Both transformers

test-point diagram (opposite) shows

socket and push the cable's IEC

should hang in

where to measure the voltages inside

plug into the amp's IEC socket,

free air .

your amplifier.

being careful to keep your fingers
out of the chassis

First power up

•

Switch S1 on

Prepare as follows:

•

The neon indicator will light up

•

•

You will hear a very low background

If you have plugged in the valves,

•

remove them

hum from the speaker; this is

If you have a guitar plugged in,

normal

unplug it

Your amp

No valves

Mains
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Typical

(AC)

110-240V

(AC)

6-7V

Test point A - B

(AC)

280-290V

Test point C - D

(DC)

380-390V

V2:

pin 2 - 7

WF-55 Construction guide

Test procedure (no valves)
1.

Use your multimeter’s high AC voltage range and check that you have the
appropriate local mains voltage between the centre pair of lugs on the S1
Power switch (approx 110V AC for US/Ca or 220-240V AC for Europe/etc)

2. Set your multimeter to the low AC voltage range and check the voltage from
pin 2 to pin 7 on V2 (the power valve socket); you should get a reading of 6-7V.
Contact Amp Maker if not.
3. Now switch your multimeter back to its high AC voltage range and read the
voltage from A to B. You should get around 280-290V. Contact Amp Maker if
not.
4. Set your multimeter to its high DC voltage range and check the voltage from C
to D. You should get a reading of around 380-390V. Contact Amp Maker if not.
Powering down
Turn the S1 Power switch off. But keep measuring the C-D voltage and you will see
it fall as the capacitors slowly discharge. After several seconds it should fall to well
under 50V. Unplug the IEC cable from the mains socket. Make sure that you have
recorded the figures in the table opposite before going on to the next step.
www.ampmaker.com
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Final testing (cont’d)
Once your tests with no valves installed are completed, it’s time to install the
two valves and test the amplifier is operating within spec.
The last step in the preceding section

V1 socket.

was to make sure that the C-D voltage

Flip the chassis back over, taking

had fallen safely. Wait until it is under

care that the transformers and valves

10V. Then it's safe to flip the chassis

are all hanging in free air. Get a pen so

over and insert the valves: 6V6 (or other

that you can record the voltages that

octal valve) into the V2 socket and the

you measure in the blank table (on the

ECC83 (or other preamp valve) into the

right). Then follow these steps:

Pre-flight check!
•

If you have a guitar plugged in, perhaps from the ground continuity tests, you
should unplug it

•

Connect a speaker/cabinet of the correct impedance to the WF-55’s speaker
output socket

•

Turn the amp's Volume knob to zero

•

Check that the Power switch, S1, is switched off

•

Connect the IEC mains cable to the amp's IEC socket

•

Switch S1 on

•

Wait 30 seconds for the valves to warm up

26
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Test procedure (with valves installed)
1.

Set your multimeter to the high DC voltage range

2. Measure C-D
3. Measure E-D
4. Measure F-D
5. Measure G-H
6. Measure the voltage between pin 3 of V2 (the 6V6) and point D on the turret
board, being extremely careful to touch the multimeter's probe to pin 3 alone.
This measures the 6V6 plate voltage
7.

Set your multimeter to a low DC voltage range (e.g. 20V)

8. Measure C-E
9.

Measure E-F

10. Measure G-F
11. Measure I-D (the 6V6 cathode voltage)
Powering down
Now turn the S1 Power switch off, and once again, set your multimeter to its high
DC voltage range and check the C-D voltage as the capacitors discharge. With the
valves fitted, you will see that the voltage drops more quickly than in the first
power-up test. Finally, unplug the IEC cable from the mains socket.
Check you’ve got all figures in this table before going on to the next step.

With valves

Your amp

Typical

Test point C - D

(DC)

345V

Test point E - D

(DC)

340V

Test point F - D

(DC)

300V

Test point G - H

(DC)

260V

V2: pin 3 to test point D

(DC)

330V

Test point C - E

(DC)

4V

Test point E - F

(DC)

40V

Test point G - F

(DC)

40V

Test point I - D

(DC)

18V

www.ampmaker.com
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Some important calculations
With the voltages you have recorded, you can check a few important aspects
of how your amp is operating. All it takes is some simple maths...
1 - Total current consumption
Take the C-E figure and divide it by the value of R12 (100 ohms). You
should get a value of around 0.035-0.045 (i.e. 35-45mA). If it's any
greater than 55mA, get in touch with Amp Maker before powering

mA

the amp up again.
2 - 6V6 cathode current
Divide the 6V6 cathode voltage (I-D) by the value of R9 (470 ohms).
A typical result is around 38mA. Contact Amp Maker if it's more than

mA

45mA.
3 - Combined preamp and screen current
Divide the E-F figure by the value of R11 (10k) to get a combined
screen and preamp current (typically 4mA or so).

mA

4 - Preamp current
Divide the G-F figure by the value of R10 (22k) to get the current
drawn by the preamp circuit. Typically this will be 1.5-2.5mA.

mA

5 - Screen current
Subtract the preamp current (4) from the combined preamp and
screen current (3) to get a figure for the screen current alone.
Typically this will be about 2-4mA. Get in touch if it's more than

mA

6mA.
6 - 6V6 plate current
Subtract the 6V6 screen current from the 6V6 cathode current to
get the valve's plate current. A typical result is 34-38mA. Contact

mA

Amp Maker if your result is more than 45mA.
7 - Cathode-to-plate voltage
Subtract the 6V6 cathode voltage (I-D) from the 6V6 plate voltage
(V2/pin3-D) to get the voltage between the plate and cathode.

V

8 - 6V6 plate dissipation
Multiply this result (7) by the 6V6 plate current (6) to get the power
dissipated in Watts by the 6V6's plate. A typical result is around 1112W.
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W

Congratulations!
Now that your Tweed amplifier build is completed

you’ll find many simple and effective tone mods

and working properly, plug in, turn it up and play.

that might suit your uses: blues harp, higher gain,

Check it at all volume levels and with different

more treble, etc. Don’t rush out to modify it

guitars and pedals.

straightaway, though. Play it as-is and learn its

With just a volume pot, there’s not a lot to

characteristics.

check in terms of controls, but the Champ’s

Then check out the forthcoming “Create your

characteristic voice and response should be clear:

own tone” pages on the Amp Maker website. The

•

very mellow at low volumes

most popular tweaks for the Champ circuit will be

•

more compression and brighter overtones

detailed:

coming in from the midway point

•

Simple tone control (like a Tweed Princeton)

turning into a throaty snarl when the volume

•

Switch to turn off negative feedback

is at maximum.

•

Valve swaps for more clean tone

•

Add caps to boost gain

•

Whatever next?
This little Champ circuit is simple, but very

Let me know what you do with yours! :) Best

effective. It’s been a mainstay of studio recording

wishes and thanks for supporting Amp Maker,

for decades, because it allowed guitarists and
engineers to record at manageable volumes. It is

Barry

now a reference tone in itself.
But if and when you want to
experiment further, the Champ circuit is a
very popular base for tweaking and
modifications. Search online
and

Show off
your amp
I hope you’ve enjoyed building your
WF-55, and I hope you have even
more fun playing guitar with it. Next
time you are having a beer, raise a
glass to Leo Fender, the father of the
Champ. If the WF-55 sounds good,

haven’t yet decided on a cabinet for

it’s all thanks to Leo’s work.

your amplifier, have a look in the

When you have finished the

gallery. Search for “WF-55” to find

cabinet for your WF-5, I’d love to see

dozens of amps of all shapes and

the result. If you’re happy for me to

sizes to inspire you.

do so, I will also include it in the
Customer Amp Gallery. And if you

www.ampmaker.com
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